Abstract The underdoped region of the cuprates phase diagram displays many novel electronic phenomena both in the normal and the superconducting state. Many of these anomalous properties have found a natural explanation within the resonating valence bond spin liquid phenomenological model of Yang-Rice-Zhang (YRZ) which includes the rise of a pseudogap. This leads to Fermi surface reconstruction and profoundly changes the electronic structure. Here we extend previous work to consider the shift in critical temperature on 16 O to 18 O substitution, The isotope effect has been found experimentally to be very small at optimal doping yet to rapidly increase to very large values with underdoping. The YRZ model provides a natural explanation of this behavior and supports the idea of a pairing mechanism which is mainly spin fluctuations with a subdominant (∼ 10%) phonon contribution.
Introduction
The isotope effect (α) which gives the change in critical temperature with ion mass played a significant role in the development of the BCS theory of conventional metals. It was widely interpreted to indicate that the electron-phonon interaction was involved in the mechanism of Cooper pair condensation. On the other hand, in the high T c oxides at optimum doping α is an order of magnitude smaller [1, 2] than the canonical BCS value of 1/2 and this was taken as an early indication that the mechanism for superconductivity is different in the cuprates and is mainly electronic in nature. However, it was found that in the underdoped region of the phase diagram the isotope coefficient α increases rapidly and becomes larger than 1/2 [1, 2] . Dahm [3] provided a brief review of some of many possible explanations including the idea that important energy dependence in the electronic density of states (EDoS) at the Fermi level [4] on the scale of the superconducting energy can affect the isotope effect. Zeyher and Greco [5] used in comparison to Dahm a far more involved approach but also arrived at the conclusion that only a small contribution of electron-phonon interaction to the over all pairing potential is sufficient to explain the isotope effect in the underdoped cuprates.
Prominent kink like structures in the electronic dispersion curves of the cuprates measured in angular resolved photo-emission spectroscopy (ARPES) [6, 7] have been widely interpreted as indication of the coupling of the charge carriers to boson modes. Some argued for phonons [6, 7] while other authors favored coupling to a spin fluctuation resonant mode [8] . Additional information on the origin of the nodal direction dispersion kinks at ∼ 70 meV was provided by Iwasawa et al. [9] who measured their change in optimally doped Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ on oxygen substitution 16 O to 18 O. A recent scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STM) study [10] has also found a shift in a mode at 52 meV which is compatible with the expected amount on 16 O to 18 O substitution. A detailed analysis of the data on oxygen substitution was undertaken by Schachinger et al. [11, 12] . Within an Eliashberg formulation of a boson exchange mechanism one can invert ARPES [13] or infrared optical data (IR) [14, 15] to recover the entire electron boson spectral density I 2 χ(ω) involved. This is a composite of phonon structures as well as spin fluctuation exchange processes or other excitations that could be coupled to the charge carriers and manifest in the electron boson spectral density I 2 χ(ω) [16] . Using such an information Schachinger et al. [11] concluded that the substitution data of Iwasawa et al. [9] can be understood as arising from a phonon peak in I 2 χ(ω) which accounted for about 10% of the total spectral weight associated with the electron boson spectral density. Furthermore, Dal Conte et al. [17] reported a phonon contribution of approx. 20% to the electron boson spectral density in the system Bi 2 Sr 2 Ca 0.92 Y 0.08 Cu 2 O 8+δ using a very different type of analysis. All this puts a serious constraint on the resulting isotope effect and is compatible with the very small value of α ≃ 0.05 found in the optimally doped cuprates. The question then arises of how this observation is compatible with the very large increase in α found as doping is reduced. One should keep in mind that the properties of the superconducting state are also observed to evolve away from a BCS description with d-wave superconducting gap symmetry even though such a model provides a good qualitative description of the optimum and overdoped region of the cuprate phase diagram. The observed deviations go beyond what can be understood when anisotropy [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] , energy dependence in the EDoS [24, 25] or when inelastic and strong coupling corrections [26, 27, 28] are introduced in a generalized Eliashberg description. Many of these anomalous properties can, however, be understood within the semi phenomenological model of Yang, Rice, and Zhang (YRZ) [29, 30, 31] of the pseudogap state of the underlying normal state [32, 33] of the underdoped cuprates which do not behave like Fermi liquids would. This model is based on ideas of the resonant valence bond (RVB) [34] spin liquid and provides a specific ansatz for the normal state self energy. When generalized to include superconductivity it has been remarkably successful in providing a first understanding of the, until then, anomalous properties [32, 33] associated with the formation of a pseudogap. This is accompanied with Fermi surface (FS) reconstruction from the large FS of Fermi liquid theory to closed Luttinger pockets centered about the nodal direction in the copper-oxygen plane Brillouin zone (BZ). As half filling is approached the pockets become progressively smaller. In this model metallicity is lost not through an ever increasing effective mass. Rather the quasiparticles remain light in the nodal direction while the antinodal regions [35] are completely gaped out. As a consequence, the in-plane resistivity remains metallic [36] as observed [37, 38] . For example, Lee et al. [39] found that a Drude response remains well inside the antiferromagnetic dome seen at small doping beyond the end of the superconducting dome. At the same time the model can explain an insulating c-axis dc-response [37, 38] within a coherent c-axis charge transfer model which eliminates c-axis transport because the plane to plane matrix element has d-wave symmetry and is zero in the nodal directions [40, 41] . Among the many results obtained in the literature we mention here a representative set which shows that the YRZ model is capable of providing a first understanding of most of the anomalous superconducting properties seen in the underdoped cuprates. A review can be found in the paper by Rice et al. [42] which also provides elaboration of the theoretical basis of the YRZ ansatz.
Yang et al. [31, 43] showed that the particle-hole asymmetry observed in ARPES as one moves off the nodal direction in the pseudogap state can be understood both in terms of their energy value and their quasi particle spectral weight. LeBlanc et al. [44] also discussed the effect of a particle-hole asymmetric pseudogap on the Bogliubov quasiparticles and found reasonable agreement with ARPES data of Hashimoto et al. [45] . Yang et al. [46] showed that there exists fully enclosed hole Luttinger pockets and that the spectral weight of the FS on the antiferromagnetic side of the BZ is small as compared with the spectral weight on the other face of the pocket oriented towards the Γ -point. Both shape and area enclosed in the pockets are in agreement with the YRZ model. STM can also be used to get detailed FS data as found in the work of Kohsaka et al. [47] for example. The observed interference patterns due to impurity scattering are analyzed to yield FS contours and, possibly, details of the pseudogap Dirac point [48] . Bascones and Valenzuela [49] addressed the issue of checkerboard patterns observed in STM. The total EDoS can also be obtained from STM data. Borne et al. [50] provided an analysis of the STM data of Pushp et al. [51] and found good agreement with YRZ, confirming an earlier result of Yang et al. [31] who compared with STM data of Kohsaka et al. [47] . The low temperature (T ) specific heat [52, 53, 54] was found to remain linear in T deep inside the underdoped regime. This observation provides clear evidence that the quasiparticles around the nodes which is the only region sampled at low T remain BCS like. At the same time the specific heat is strongly suppressed below its BCS value as T is increased towards T c because now the pseudogap region of the BZ zone is sampled. A similar situation holds for the in-plane penetration depth which remains linear in T at low T but becomes suppressed over its optimal value as T is increased towards T c . In fact both, experiment [55] and theory [56] find a quasilinear in T dependence over the entire interval from T = 0 to T = T c . The behavior of the c-axis penetration depth can also be understood in YRZ [57] . Other studies involve the in-plane ac optical conductivity [58, 59, 60] , the optical scattering rates [61] as well as the c-axis optical response [62, 63, 64] for both coherent and incoherent charge transfer in the direction perpendicular to the copperoxide planes. The c-axis sum rule, long not understood, also follows in YRZ theory [65] . In a Fermi liquid the optical spectral weight under the real part of the optical conductivity is unchanged when the superconducting state is entered. For the underdoped cuprates measurements [66] of the c-axis optical weight found a serious violation of this sum rule. The Raman response [49, 67, 68, 69, 70] of the underdoped cuprates is particularly interesting. The peak position in the B2g response which preferentially samples the nodal response, is found to decrease with decreasing doping while the B1g response which samples mainly the antinodal region of the BZ shows the opposite trend, i.e. increases in energy. This is in agreement with a superconducting gap which decreases while the pseudogap increases, a well documented phenomenon [71] in the cuprate phase diagram. A comparison of YRZ predictions and experimental data of the Andreev and single particle tunneling spectra by Yang et al. [72] provides further support for the two gap model with distinct superconducting and RVB gap. The pseudogap also modifies the universal limits [73, 74] of the optical and thermal conductivity [75, 76] . Impurity scattering, again, drops out in this limit but Gutzwiller factors associated with the effects of strong correlations appear. These are not part of a Fermi liquid description. A detailed comparison of the dynamical spin susceptibility calculated in YRZ by James et al. [77] with both inelastic neutron and resonant X-ray scattering data found satisfactory qualitative agreement at all energy scales considered including the known hourglass pattern for the magnetic susceptibility. All of the above described properties have aspects that cannot be understood within a conventional d-wave BCS framework but find a natural explanation when the YRZ model is used to describe the underlying normal state with the underlying emergence of a pseudogap. With this success highlighted, it is important to know whether or not the observed large increase in isotope effect with decreased doping towards the Mott insulating state can also be explained to be a result of pseudogap formation. A very simple model of pseudogap formation on the isotope coefficient α has already appeared [3] and it has been found that α increases steadily as the magnitude of the pseudogap is cranked up without changing the amount of the pairing potential that is taken to be due to phonons as compared to the dominating part coming from an electronic mechanism. This provided further motivation to apply to this problem the more realistic YRZ model which includes FS reconstruction into Luttinger pockets. The parameters of the band structure and pseudogap used in the original YRZ paper will not be altered as it lead to good agreement with a large data set. The observation that only about 10% of the pairing interaction in the electron boson spectral density can come from phonons will be respected and represents a constraint on the work.
In Sec. 2 we summarize the results associated with FS reconstruction brought about by the emergence of a finite pseudogap below a quantum critical point (QCP) at doping x = x c . The superconducting state with gap of d-wave symmetry is considered in Sec. 3 where we also present results for the isotope effect. Finally, Sec. 4 contains a discussion and our conclusions.
Formalism Normal State
In the YRZ model the coherent part of the charge carrier Green's function for doping x has the form [31] 
where g t (x) = 2x/(1 + x) is a Gutzwiller factor that enters the theory of strongly correlated electrons and relates to the exclusion of double occupancy because of the strong on-site Hubbard U. If the pseudogap ∆ pg (k, x) is finite there are two branches (+/−) to the normal state energies, namely
and these are further weighted by factors
The electron dispersion curves ε k (x) as a function of momentum k describe the electronic structure when no account is taken of the pseudogap. It involves up to third nearest neighbor hoping as well as the magnetic energy scale J of the t −J model and an additional Gutzwiller factor g s (x) = 1/(1+x) 2 . Details of these dispersion curves are found in the original paper of YRZ [29] and will not be altered here. The energy ε • k (x) involves only first nearest neighbor hopping t 0 and ε • k (x) = 0 gives the boundary of the antiferromagnetic Brilloin zone (AFBZ). The AFBZ corresponds to half filling (x = 0) which would be metallic if the pseudogap was not accounted for but in reality is the Mott insulating state. It is important to note that in the limit ∆ pg (k, x) → 0 the Green's function G N (k, ω; x) reduces to its usual form, namely (ω − ε k ) −1 . The pseudogap ∆ pg (k, x) is taken to have d-wave symmetry in the BZ with its amplitude linear in x, increasing with decreasing doping and zero at optimum doping where the critical temperature for superconductivity has its maximum. At optimum doping taken to be x c = 0.2 in YRZ there is no pseudogap and the FS is the large contour of Fermi liquid theory shown as the dash-dotted (blue) line in Fig. 1(a) where the top right quadrant of the CuO 2 BZ is shown as a function of k x /a and k y /a with a the lattice parameter. The short dotted (black) line on the diagonal is the AFBZ. Also shown is the reconstructed FS [solid and dashed (red) line] when x = 0.12 and there is a finite pseudogap. The enclosed area is the Luttinger hole pocket which we have shaded (green) for emphasis. The back side of the Luttinger pocket [dashed (red) line] has small weighting as compared to the side pointing towards [solid (red) line] the Γ -point in the BZ leading approximately to the concept of a Fermi arc [78] . As the doping is further reduced towards the Mott insulating state, the Luttinger pocket shrinks even more. Nevertheless, a small number of quasiparticles remains along the nodal direction Γ M. It is in this way that the metallicity is reduced and eventually lost.
Formalism Superconducting State
We want to build up a superconducting state based on the normal state which describes the underdoped region of the cuprate phase diagram rather than on an underlying Fermi liquid band structure described by the dispersion curves ε k (x). For a given pairing potential V k,k ′ one can then proceed to write down the superconducting Green's function in the usual way
where the new energies E
The gap equation at temperature T takes the form [79] :
Here we included for the first time explicitly the temperature T in the gap. As we are here interested only in the critical temperature T c Eq. (5) can be linearized in ∆ sc (k, T, x) to give:
This equation has the usual form of the normal BCS T c equation except that now the pseudogap is built into the energies E α k ′ (x) and these go to zero only on the Luttinger Fermi contours which define the Luttinger pockets of Fig. 1(a) . To proceed we need a model for the pairing potential. Two possible models were studied in Ref. [79] with very similar results. Here it will be sufficient to take only one, namely
where the nearest neighbor interaction U nn is set equal to 75 meV which leaves one single parameter g (x) . The superconducting dome shown in the cuprate phase diagram Fig. 1(b) [solid (black) line] is an empirical quantity given by
where T c (x) is given in Kelvin. Optimum doping (x = 0.2) gives a maximum T c of 95 K which is characteristic of YBCO. To the right is the overdoped [shaded (blue)] and to the left the underdoped region [shaded (red)]. Near x = 0 is an antiferromagnetic region [shaded (green)] as the Mott insulating state is approached. Equation (7) is used to determine the value of g(x) for any doping below x = 0.2 which covers the underdoped region with finite pseudogap and reconstructed FS into Luttinger hole pockets. The results obtained are summarized in Fig. 2 scale] and the resulting value of g(x) [dashed dotted (red) curve, right hand scale]. We see that to reproduce the measured value of T c , g(x) needs to increase as doping is reduced towards the Mott insulating state. This may be an indication that the spin fluctuations increase as the antiferromagnetic region of the phase diagram, which falls somewhat below the end of the superconducting dome, is approached. To discuss the isotope effect at any doping x we break up g(x) into two contributions. A sub-dominant phonon contribution which accounts for 5 to 10% of the total value of g(x) and a second, dominant piece, electronic in origin, which accounts for the rest 95 to 90%. A phonon cut-off at ω D = 80 meV is also applied to the phonon contribution and the over all magnitude of the coupling g is changed to get the measured value of T c . The phonon cut-off is further shifted according to the square root of the ratio of the oxygen 16 to 18 mass (M) and the calculation of T c is repeated, the change in T c noted and α is then determined from T c ∝ M −α . Results for α(x) vs x are presented in Fig. 3 where we plot the ratio α to its value at optimum doping α op as a function of the normalized temperature T c (x)/T op c . Both the case of a 5% and 10% phonon contribution to the total pairing are presented as the solid (black) and dashed (red) curves, respectively. We see that α which is small at optimum doping rapidly increases as x is decreased into the underdoped region of the phase diagram. This demonstrates that the existence of a pseudogap can drastically increase the isotope effect over its Fermi liquid value obtained when ∆ pg (x) is set equal to zero. We also show in Fig. 3 experimental results of Franck et al. [1, 2] obtained for Pr doped YBCO as solid squares. It is clear that the YRZ model of the underdoped cuprates can naturally provide an explanation for the anomalous isotope effect observed in the underdoped cuprates and requires only a 5% to 10% contribution to the pairing potential to originate in the electron-phonon interaction. This is in line with a large body of other information on the electron-boson spectral density in the cuprates which indicate that the major contribution to the pairing glue comes from the exchange of excitations of electronic origin, probably spin fluctuations [16] . Our results are generic and do not depend sensitively on details. Rather they have their base in the growth of the pseudogap which provides an energy dependence to the EDoS. Because we (7) while the dashed (red) curve is for a 10% contribution. The dashed-dotted (blue) curve leaves the phonon contribution at its value at optimum doping. The solid black squares are the data of Ref. [2] for Pr doped YBCO.
used a BCS type approach we cannot expect quantitative agreement with experiment but the qualitative agreement obtained is robust and the large increase in α observed is easily understood with a rather modest magnitude of electron-phonon coupling. The dashed-dotted (blue) curve serves to emphasis the point that the exact strength of the electron-phonon interaction assumed does not change the general trend seen in Fig. 3 . To arrive at this curve the electron-phonon part of the pairing was kept at its value obtained at optimum doping, i.e. x = 0.2. This assumption gives better agreement with experiment than when g p (x) is increased slightly with decreasing values of x in direct proportion to the over all g(x) which, as we saw in Fig. 2 [dashed-dotted (red) curve] must increase with decreasing x so that T c (x) stays on the measured superconducting dome [solid (black) curve].
Summary and Conclusion
The normal state electronic properties of the underdoped cuprates cannot be understood within a Fermi liquid framework. Moreover, the observed superconducting state properties also do not conform, even qualitatively, to the behavior expected in a BCS model extended to include the d-wave symmetry of the superconducting gap function. An additional element is required which goes beyond extensions such as anisotropy, energy dependent EDoS, inelastic scattering, or other elaborations which have played some role in the superconductivity of conventional metals. Strong correlations effects become essential as the Mott insulating state is approached with reduced doping and a pseudogap is seen to emerge in the normal state. How this feature is to be described, however, remains controversial. A prominent model which has recently shown great promise is the resonating valence bond spin liquid model developed by Yang et al. [29] . These authors provided a simple phenomenological ansatz for the self energy in the pseudogap state which has proved very successful in understanding anomalous normal as well as superconducting state properties. We provided in this paper a brief review of these successes to set the context for the present work. The model involves a quantum critical point at doping x = x c below which the pseudogap rises in magnitude and strongly modifies the electronic structure including the reconstruction of the FS from the large contour of Fermi liquid theory to small Luttinger hole pockets centered about the nodal direction in the copper-oxygen BZ and near the AFBZ. The energy scale associated with the pseudogap is comparable to the superconducting gap scale and this alters profoundly superconducting properties as has been documented here by providing a brief survey of recent literature. A conclusion of such work is that, in a large part, YRZ can provide a natural and straight forward understanding of a large variety of properties previously considered anomalous. Here we extended the work to the isotope effect with equal success. At optimum doping the observed change in critical temperature with 16 O → 18 O substitution is found to be very small and much less than the BCS prediction for an electron-phonon system. This observation is consistent with the great deal of independent knowledge pointing to the fact that the driving mechanism for superconductivity in the cuprates is mainly electronic in nature. The evidence [16] also points to a subdominant contribution from phonons which is consistent with a small, nonzero isotope effect. As the doping is reduced below optimum doping the pseudogap provides a new energy dependence to the EDoS and, as we find here, this can increase radically the isotope effect. This increase is generic to such models and requires only a minor contribution to the total pairing potential to originate from the electron-phonon interaction. Our calculations are quite consistent with experimental findings and add another property of the underdoped cuprates that finds a natural understanding within the YRZ model.
